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By Mr. Moran of Somerville, petition of William J. Moran and another for legis-
lation to revise the right of way laws as applied to motor vehicles. Highways and
Motor Vehicles.

An Act to revise the right of way laws as applied to motor
VEHICLES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Section 1. Sections eight and nine of chapter eighty-nine
2 of the General Laws are hereby repealed.

1 Section 2. Said chapter 89 is hereby further amended by
2 inserting after section 7B the following section:
3 Section 7C. Right of Way at Intersecting Ways Not Through
4 Ways. Every driver of a motor or other vehicle approaching
5 an intersection of any ways, neither of which is a through way
6 or a way marked by a center line or lane markings, shall grant
7 the right of way to a vehicle which has already entered such
8 intersection, and every driver of a vehicle entering such an
9 intersection shall grant the right of way to a vehicle so entering

10 from his right at approximately the same instant; but the
11 foregoing provisions of this section shall not apply at any inter-
-12 section of ways when a driver is otherwise directed by a police
13 officer, or by a lawful traffic regulating sign, device or signal
14 maintained by or with the written approval of the department
15 of public works and while said approval is in effect or otherwise
16 lawfully maintained. For the purposes of this section an inter-
-17 section shall mean the area embraced within the extensions of
18 the lateral curb lines, or, if none, then the lateral boundary
19 lines, of intersecting ways as defined in section one of chapter
20 ninety.
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2 inserting after section 9 the following sections:
3 Section 9A. Through Ways. For the purposes of this section,
4 the department of public works may from time to time designate
5 any state or other highway or part thereof as a through way,
6 and may after notice revoke any such designation; and any
7 city or town may, with the approval of said department and
8 while such approval is in effect, designate any way or part
9 thereof within the control of such city or town as a through

10 way and may, after notice and like approval, revoke any such
11 designation. Such department may, after notice, revoke any
12 approval granted under this section. No such designation of
13 a through way shall become effective as to regulation of traffic
14 at any point of intersection with another way until said depart-
-15 ment or the board or officer having control of ways in a city
16 or town, as the case may be, shall have caused suitable warning
17 signs or signals to be erected at or near such point. Every
18 driver of a vehicle, railway car or other conveyance approaching
19 an intersection of a way with a lawful through way, where there
20 exists facing him a sign bearing the word “Stop” or a flashing
21 red signal indication, said sign or signal being in accordance
22 with the requirements of the department, shall in the case of
23 a flashing red signal, before proceeding through the intersection,
24 bring such vehicle, railway car or other conveyance to a com-
-25 plete stop at the nearer line of the street intersection and, in
26 the case of a stop sign at such point as may be clearly marked
27 by a sign or line, or, if a point is not so marked then at a place
28 between the said stop sign and the nearer line of the street
29 intersection.
30 Section 98. Right of Way as Applied to Through Ways.
31 The following rules shall govern the right of way on or at inter-
-32 sections of through ways or ways marked by a center line or
33 lane markings:
34 (a) Vehicle Turning Left Must Yield,
35 A vehicle making a left turn at an intersection must yield
36 the right of way to all vehicles which are within or approaching
37 the intersection until such time as the left turn may be made
38 with reasonable safety.
39 (b) Vehicle Entering a Through Highway,
40 A vehicle entering a through highway, after having made a
41 full stop in obedience to a stop sign or a flashing red signal shall

1 Section 3. Said chapter 89 is hereby further amended by
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42 yield the right of way to all vehicles which are within or approach-
-43 ing the intersection and must continue to yield until it can
44 proceed with reasonable safety.
45 (c) Entering From or Turning Left on Private Roads,
46 A vehicle entering any through highway from a private road,
47 driveway, or any private property must yield the right of way
48 to all vehicles approaching on the through way. Any vehicle
49 turning left from any through way into a private road, driveway,
50 private property or an alley must yield the right of way to all
51 approaching vehicles until its turn may be made with reasonable
52 safety.
53 (d) Lane Changing,
54 All vehicles must be driven entirely within a single lane.
55 A vehicle shall not be moved from any lane until the driver
56 has first ascertained that such movement can be made with
57 safety.
58 (e) Following Too Closely,
59 A vehicle must not follow' another more closely than is reason-
-60 able and prudent, consideration having been given to speed,
61 traffic and condition of the roadway.

62 (/) Backing into a Through Way Not Allowed,
63 A vehicle entering a through highway shall do so in a forward
64 direction only so as to blend with the flow of traffic, that is,
65 no vehicle shall back into a through highway.
66 This section shall not apply wdien the traffic is otherwise
67 directed by an officer or by a lawful traffic regulating sign,
68 signal or device. For the purposes of this section, a way joining
69 a through way at an angle, whether or not it crosses the same,
70 shall be deemed to intersect it, and the word “way”, unless
71 the context otherwise requires, shall include a through or
72 other way.
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